
Corona is spreading - The government sees to 13.10.2020 

First the current numbers 

38 million infections worldwide Germany reached 334,000 with 9655 deaths 

TOP 4 world infection rates: USA 7.8 million, Brazil 5.1 million, India 7.1 million, Russia 1.3 

million. The 3 largest EU infection countries: Spain around 896,000 cases, Italy around 

365,000 and France 797,000 cases. Almost 1,083,000 deaths worldwide. 

Numbers copyright: Johns Hopkins University & Medicine Coronavirus Resource Center 

Conspiracy theorists? No thanks. Mask wearer? Neither. Believe everything that the federal 

government wants to sell us in terms of corona protection? Nothing. The statement by Mr. Seibert 

that ONLY the federal government distributes real and true information and no fake news takes on a 

whole new meaning. He probably hasn't believed that himself for a long time, but has to spread it 

further. There is no longer any trace of a protection concept, which was still clearly visible in March 

2020. Much more, it is only about 2 things that Ms. Merkel clearly expressed and also on behalf of Mr. 

Seibert, government spokesman: The educational institutions must remain open and the economy 

must not be stalled again. 

In plain language: No matter how many infections, lockdown nationwide unthinkable, even regionally 

unrealistic. And even affected companies, no matter how badly affected, are allowed to reopen after 

a short time; The main thing is that a sham concept for hygiene is in place, approval for reopening 

takes precedence over protection of workers and the population. Critics are then shut down very 

quickly with reasons such as: We have everything under control; affected employees are in quarantine; 

Contacts were successfully followed up and isolated. Oh, when representatives of the health 

authorities have long since declared that they are no longer staffed to be able to follow all contacts. 

Because in addition to the "normal" spread of Corona there are the many travelers, the partygoers, 

the partiers in large groups, those who refuse any protection and those who e.g. make it impossible to 

trace contacts with false information. And if Manfred Müller is on the lists instead of Donald Duck, 

there is no reason for the landlord to question the contacts. The latest scam of the wrong fillers: So 

that the whole thing is not noticeable, the personal details of genuinely existing people are simply 

used, from the neighbors or whatever, that withstands any control, and ID? I don't have it with me, 

but in case of doubt you can check that everything is correct on the Internet or in the phone book. But 

which host does it anyway? 

The problem is not the citizens who have been following the rules of the Corona for months, but are 

continuously punished by stricter rules for the misconduct of others. Instead of punishing the people 

who act indifferently and stupidly with a REAL fine, not with tips of 50 euros or the like, they act like in 

kindergarten: dudu, don't do that again. Fines are only incurred in individual cases. And we ordinary 

people? Are now allowed to wear the mask in public in some cities, where the distance cannot be 

maintained. And in offices. And tomorrow, when the Chancellor comes together for the big meeting 

of prime ministers, and this time even live, the next rules will certainly follow. And then we can only 

hope for one thing: Regardless of the rules: But please for the entire federal territory. 

This nonsense that every federal state makes its own rules, one of which does not even adopt the rule, 

like Ramelow, who simply did not go through some restrictions until the end. Now that the numbers 

are increasing in Thuringia, too, people are slowly beginning to listen carefully, but hello: 194 dead so 

far, let's be careful, that's no drama. When I then hear the comparison with flu deaths and how small 

the number is, I notice again how many politicians miss the ass, whether someone is more or less there. 



As long as your own relatives are not affected. Another topic comes to mind in this context: Söder has 

always been reprimanded for his pioneering role in matters of corona rules in the past, Munich was 

the first city to introduce a mask requirement in public, now all federal states are gradually complying. 

But what Söder said at the CSU party congress, hardly anyone noticed: While Mr. Spahn explained to 

us a dozen times, should the vaccine come, there will be no compulsory vaccination, there won't be 

enough for everyone anyway, at first when the risk groups come, medical staff blah blah blah, Söder 

suddenly talks about mandatory vaccinations. 

He says clearly: When the vaccination is compulsory, what do we do with the people who do not want 

to be vaccinated? How now, should there be no compulsory vaccination? Obviously just a Spahn Show, 

of course it will come once the vaccine is sufficient. Because there will be objectors here too. Then 

there will certainly be a fine again. Sore subject of mask protection against Corona. Of course, we are 

preached up and down every day that the mask is one of the means why Germany got through Corona 

so well and so few cases (at least until about 1 month ago) were to be complained about. Whether the 

masks really contributed a large part or whether the dwindling behavioral discipline leads to ever 

increasing numbers remains to be seen for now. Apart from that, the constantly expanding easing of 

events, groups of people, etc. also contribute to the fact that the numbers have risen again. But that 

is kept secret. Because despite increased numbers, easing has been announced again and again. In 

addition, the information that we have enough intensive care beds, and there are still more in reserve. 

One could easily think that they should be full again before the measures nationwide become stricter. 

Because the supposedly effective measures all too often turn out to be fake, keyword traffic light in 

Berlin, which Söder would like to have for all of Germany. But what use is a traffic light if you ignore 

the color red? 

As long as happened in Berlin: One district was red, the other green, then both turned yellow, so no 

problem. Something like that, the Berlin Senate lied out of the situation, and now they have the result: 

Berlin is one of the major areas most affected. In the meantime this has expanded enormously, and 

the Bundestag has also made a mask requirement; but only applies to moving MPs, so hardly anyone 

needs to wear a mask. Here, too, a mask blockage can be recorded: Some come and go without a mask, 

the others talk to each other with a mask, then at the lectern without a mask. Berlin is now one of 

many regions that have a ban on accommodation for certain people, others have to be in quarantine 

for 5 days after visiting Berlin if no valid negative test result can be reported. I just wonder: who is 

actually controlling it? None, a current example: BER opens on October 31, 2020; It is clear that there 

are many visitors, guests and planes coming to Berlin. One travels to Berlin by car, train or plane. Lots 

of journalists too. All in quarantine or for a test? Who knows. The whole thing only makes one 

impression to me: Corona comes and goes through movement and standing or sitting. 

There is no other way of explaining the rule applied in some federal states, why standing, moving and 

sitting people are treated differently. At least it has been agreed, I believe, that employees in retail 

stores also have to wear a mask. I've always wondered why z. B. at Kaufland all employees did not 

wear a mask, why they were all immune to Corona; haven't you all attended a party and haven't 

traveled? But as a customer I had to wear the mask and protect the employees, what a mockery. Briefly 

back to the mask. Everyone can make their own thoughts whether they believe in it, the mask helps or 

not. I want to give two examples that could influence the deliberations: Suck a menthol drop and stand 

2 - 3 m away from the person wearing a mask: Do you smell anything? I do. The picture is even better 

in cold temperatures: open the mask and breathe through your mouth or nose: How far does the warm 

air go and how does it spread around the person? Then you know what the mask is really good for. I 

received a suitable video for this from a laboratory where employees who work with viruses do NOT 

wear a mask: They all wear a full-body suit that is completely hermetically sealed and has its own air 

supply via a hose. 



Now it can be said that they work with dangerous viruses. Oh, Corona is harmless? Just ask REAL lab 

workers and not theorists what they say about the supposed protection of normal surgical masks. 

We're not talking about FFP2 or FFP3 masks here. And while we're on the subject of protection: First 

the masks and the distance were imposed on us, then clever people, who we currently have too much 

in Germany, came up with the idea that the virus would have its first spread in the throat, so it should 

you buy a gargle that would / could / should help against corona. Now smart people have found 

something again: eyes also have mucous membranes, that would also be an entry point, so protective 

goggles would not be wrong. Exactly, a full body condom is best for everyone, that works best. 

Actually, I wanted to write today about news in Germany and Europe regarding Corona, but due to the 

size of the report, that won't be until tomorrow evening, then with the latest news from the Merkel / 

Prime Minister's meeting. But I would like to say one more thing: Not only our Federal President or 

some MPs have problems complying with the mask requirement, the best politicians do it like this: 

During a photo session or interview, wear the mask well when the cameras are off and the 

photographers are gone , Mask off quickly. Our role models for a safe hygiene and distance concept a 

la federal government. 

 

Translated with Google translator. No liability for incorrect translations, original text in German.     

Übersetzt mit Google - Übersetzer. Keine Haftung für fehlerhafte Übersetzungen, Originaltext in 

Deutsch. 


